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o matter what state the economy is in, companies are always
looking for leaner ways to operate
their business. This includes investing in information-technology (IT)related services as a way to increase
efficiency and keep operations running smoothly. “In order to stay
competitive and grow, companies
continually need to digitize their internal processes, make changes to
their applications and manage all
these changes with a methodical approach,” said Tim Mullen, managing partner at The Cervantes Group.
“As flexible and reliable business
partners, we help our clients do this
by listening and reacting quickly to
their ever-changing needs.”
Providing a wide range of project-based technological services,
including network and database
management, web-portal and customized-application development,
project management and outsourcing, The Cervantes Group started
out as a home-office business in
2004, with Starbucks and local
cafeterías serving as their regular
meeting spots. However, it wasn’t
long before some of Puerto Rico’s
largest healthcare corporations and
financial institutions began to recognize the small firm’s expertise,
integrity and attention to detail, and
Cervantes has been riding the wave
ever since.

Joanna Bauza, president of The Cervantes Group

“By year one, we had over
$500,000 in revenue, and this year
we will see almost $3 million,”
Cervantes President Joanna Bauza
said. “From just 2009 to 2010, we
achieved over 67% growth, and we
expect to double it this year.”
In addition to operations in San
Juan, the firm now has an office in
Chicago, with a third soon to open
in Boston.
When asked what sets Cervantes

apart from the competition, Mullen
pointed to a number of factors.
“Even though our business revolves around the latest technology,
we never let technology do our communicating or build our relationships,” he said. “At the end of the
day, no matter what the industry, a
business revolves around people—
treating them right, doing what
you say you are going to do, putting customers first and not taking

“Our biggest challenge has been a balancing
act of growing fast and putting the
right people in place.”
—Tim Mullen, managing partner

their business for granted. We honor
what we do at all levels, and that is
how we have set the standard for
service.”
Looking ahead, Bauza said the focus for 2011 is on “ownership.”
“Each year we pick a word that
identifies what we want to make certain and always have present in our
minds,” she said. “Last year’s word
was ‘clarity,’ as we wanted to make
certain that we were all clear in our
goals and what we do every day.”
She pointed out that in order to
keep the company’s momentum going, the concept of ownership will
ensure that mediocrity never sets
in.
“This means being the best we can
be, day in and day out,” she added.
The Cervantes Group is also in the
process of forging new partnerships
with a number of large international companies, as well as setting its
sights on going global during the
next five years.
“Our biggest challenge has been
a balancing act of growing fast and
putting the right people in place,”
Mullen said. “Growth is never easy,
and we always want to make certain
that we never stray from our core
values.”
This month, The Cervantes Group
will be launching its new website,
www.thecervantesgroup.com,
which will feature a whole new look
and provide multiple ways to connect with the firm. 

Cooperativa de Ahorro y Crédito de

Products:

“La tradición continúa ....
más allá de nuestras fronteras
*Extended hours

 Life insurance
 Emergency loans
 Personal loans
 Mortgage loans
 Travel loans
 Student, Regular and Gold
MasterCard
 Shares account
 Regular savings account

 Christmas savings account
 Certificate of deposit
 Checking account
 Vera-Coop
 New and used car
financing
 Home appliances and
furnishings financing
 Insurance policy financing

Services:

Rincón

 Manager’s checks
 Special occasion and
travelers checks
 Direct deposits
 Money order sales
 Utilities payments
 Life and disability
insurance, if you qualify

 Extended cashier
hours: 7:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
 Photocopies
 Western Union
 Wire transfers
 ATH
 Share Branch

Stocks and deposits insured by COSSEC up to $250,000.00
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Legal services with a personalized Edge

The Cervantes Group sets the standard for service
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triving to continue to be a full-service corporate law firm that is focused on obtaining
clear results, Edge Legal was born out of a market
need to cater to clients with services that are more
personalized.
Edge is a results-oriented law firm established
by several proprietary partners of one of Puerto
Rico’s largest corporate law firms. It provides
counseling in all major areas of law. Some of its
practices include administrative, civil, commercial and environmental law litigation in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, U.S. District Court
for the District of Puerto Rico and U.S. Courts
of Appeals for the First Circuit and District of
Columbia.
In addition, the prestigious law firm provides
counseling in corporate finance; environmental,
land-use and real-estate law; general corporate

and insurance law; intellectual property, labor and
employment law; civil cases involving fraud and
other white-collar crimes; and public policy and
government affairs that include advocacy, legislative tracking and media relations.
Edge represents a host of leading corporations
in a variety of foreign and domestic industries,
including Fortune 500 companies, hotel and residential developers and operators, infrastructure
development, equity funds, retailers, healthcaremanagement companies and professionals, insurance companies and publicly traded corporations
from around the U.S. and Europe.
Edge is a member of the international law group
Globalaw, one of the leading legal networks in
the world. Globalaw is a worldwide network of
91 independent law firms with more than 5,000
lawyers in 165 cities in more than 90 countries.
It provides clients an international legal resource,
global reach and added value.

Edge and its attorneys have conducted negotiations and overseen transactions for clients in
the U.S. and Europe. Its emphasis is on business
transactions and reorganizations, including entity
formation and dissolution, mergers & acquisitions,
financing, corporate governance, trademarks,
commercial contracts, commercial leases, labor
and employment law and all other agreements
pertaining to the purchase, formation, operation,
disposition and dissolution of businesses, including capitalization documents.
Edge’s litigation attorneys offer ample and successful trial experience in both local and federal
courts.
The law firm’s experienced and dynamic attorneys are committed to providing quick, thorough
and cost-efficient results for clients’ needs. Edge
Legal’s corporate credo to develop successful
strategies with clients has been a key driver of
the firm’s exponential growth. 

